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A Hi-Fi Inspired 
Range of Lamps
The Danish designer Simon Legald has designed 
a sophisticated range of  lamps called Amp for 
Normann Copenhagen. The range consists of  one 
table lamp, two pendant lamps, two chandeliers and 
one wall lamp.
Amp has a nostalgic and at the same time, 
contemporary feel.
 The idea for the lamp’s shape came when the 
designer was restoring an old 60’s radio at home. 
While searching for spare parts for the radio, he 
was captivated by the glow that emits from the tube 
amplifier. The simple oval shape and the glow of  the 
bulb is an obvious reference to this, just as the name 
Amp refers to the English term; tube amplifier. 

The designer has visually highlighted the essential 
details, such as the way the shade rests on the socket. 
By combining two materials, an exciting contrast 
between the light glass and the solid, heavy marble or 
zinc is created. The decorative bulb emits a stunning 
glow through the either gold, white or smoke colored 
glass lampshades. The lamp is available with a brass 
socket, which gives a refined look, or a base and 
socket in an impactful black marble or a striking jade 
green, emphasizing the natural colorful elegance of  
the material.
A socket in zinc alloy is also available with the Matt / 
White variant. 
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A By-product of the Existing Production

A desire to reuse and rethink how we can utilize by-
products from our production has consequently led 
to the introduction of  the Amp Lamp Matt. 
Amp is usually spraypainted to give the glass 
pendants the desired color, but during this process 
uneven paint can occur. The spraypainted lamps 
we consider not to live up to our high standards are 
consequently glass bead blasted to make them matt 
and give them an even surface once again. Amp 
Lamp Matt is thus a sustainable solution on how to 
breathe new life into a by-product of  the existing 
production. 
This variant is available in both a small and a large 
pendant. The matt, frosted glass in combination with 
the zinc socket creates a sophisticated and elegant 
pendant that will hang beautifully over the kitchen 
table, office desk or several combined in an intriguing 
arrangement in a commercial residence. 

The Amp Lamps come with matching textile cord, 
and dimmer switches for the table lamp. The shades 
can easily be removed when changing bulbs.
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Color: Gold/Green, Smoke/Black, White/White, Smoke/Brass, White/Brass, Matt/White

Material: Glass, marble, brass or zinc

Dimension: Amp Lamp small H: 17 x Ø14 cm, Amp Lamp large H: 26 x Ø11,2 cm, Amp Chandelier small H: 32,5 x Ø62,5 cm, 

Amp Chandelier large H: 62,5 x Ø85 cm, Amp Table Lamp H: 26,5 x Ø14 cm, Amp Wall Lamp H: 30,5 x L: 11 x D: 17 cm

Price: Click here to see the pricelist in all currencies

Amp Lamp small
H: 17 x Ø14 cm

Amp Table Lamp
H: 26, x Ø14 cm

Amp Wall Lamp
H: 30,5 x L: 11 x D: 17 cm

Amp Lamp large
H: 26 x Ø11,2 cm

Amp Chandelier small
H: 32,5 x Ø62,5 cm

Amp Chandelier large
H: 2,5 x Ø85 cm

https://bit.ly/3aUhQCF
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Normann Copenhagen was established 
in 1999 with the mission to challenge 

conventional thinking and make the ordinary 
extraordinary through great design. 
The Normann Copenhagen brand 

encompasses a wide and continuously 
growing range of  furniture, lighting, 

textiles and home accessories targeting both 
professionals and private consumers.


